Genetic control of spermiogenesis: insights from the CREM gene and implications for human infertility.
Male germ cell differentiation requires a highly cell-specific gene expression programme that is achieved by unique chromatin remodelling, transcriptional control, and the expression of testis-specific genes or isoforms. The regulatory processes governing gene expression in spermatogenesis have fundamentally unique requirements, including meiosis, ongoing cellular differentiation and a peculiar chromatin organization. The signalling cascades and the downstream effectors contributing to the programme of spermatogenesis are currently being unravelled, revealing the unique features of germ cell regulatory circuits. This paper reports on the unique role that CREM exerts as a master regulator. Targeted inactivation of the genes encoding CREM and ACT has been achieved. ACT selectively associates with KIF17b, a kinesin motor protein highly expressed in germ cells. It has been found that KIF17b directly determines the intracellular localization of ACT. Thus, the activity of a transcriptional co-activator is intimately coupled to the function of a kinesin via tight regulation of its intracellular localization. The conservation of these elements and of their regulatory functions in human spermatogenesis indicates that they are likely to provide important insights into understanding the molecular mechanisms of human infertility.